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will remove it as soon as possible.Q: JSON: The literal value "[" is not allowed as the key name of the JSON object when using group_by in Pandas I have created an Excel sheet and in one of the columns i am having a date. When i click on it in the tool bar i am getting the JSON format as follows: "{"id":1,"appointments":4,"total":3,"[15/05/2018 19:12:51]":7,"[15/05/2018 19:12:52]":8,"[15/05/2018
19:12:53]":9} I have tried using pandas, but i cant seem to work with this format. Below is my code: df1=df.groupby(['appointments','id'])['id','appointments','total'].sum() But i am getting the following error: The literal value "[15/05/2018 19:12:51]" is not allowed as the key name of the JSON object when using group_by in Pandas. A: Try reading the string into a dataframe, then converting to json:
import pandas as pd import json df2 = pd.read_json('[15/05/2018 19:12:51]',lines=True) df3 = pd.concat([df1, df2], axis=1) df3.to_json() Bridging the divide: exploring the process of crisis resolution in the UK paediatric intensive care unit. The focus of this study was to explore the process of crisis resolution in the paediatric intensive care unit (PICU). A grounded theory methodology was used.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 82157476af
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